
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fall Author Programs 
 

Atlanta, GA- We have some great author programs coming up and they are all free. 

They begin at 7pm and, unless noted, are in the Carter Presidential Museum Thea-

ter. Here’s a quick rundown. 

 

 Wednesday, November 1...Karen Cox…Goat Castle 
 

 Friday, November 17...Khizr Khan…An American Family 
(Carter Center’s Cecil B. Day Chapel) 

 

 Monday, November 27...Laura Dowling…A White House Christmas 
 

 Thursday, November 30...Alison Wright….Human Tribe 
 

 Tuesday, December 5...Bill Browder…Red Notice 
(Carter Center’s Cecil B. Day Chapel) 

 

 Wednesday, December 6...Charles Denyer…Number One Observatory Circle 
----------------------- 

Wednesday, November 1...Karen Cox…Goat Castle 
Strange, fascinating, and sobering, Goat Castle tells the story of this local 

feud, killing, investigation, and trial, showing how a true crime tale of fallen 

southern grandeur and murder obscured an all too familiar story of racial 

injustice. 

 

Friday, November 17...Khizr Khan…An American Family 
This inspiring memoir by the Muslim American Gold Star father and 

captivating DNC speaker is the story of one family’s pursuit of the American 

dream. Kahn will be in conversation with Soumaya Khalifa, founder of the 

Islamic Speakers Bureau of Atlanta.  This event is free and open to the 

public. However, you may reserve your seat by pre-ordering a signed copy of 

the book from our partner ACappella Books. (Carter Center’s Cecil B. Day 

Chapel) 
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Monday, November 27...Laura Dowling…A White House Christmas 
Part extravaganza, part historical tradition the White House Christmas is 

always characterized by an inspiring theme, exquisite decorations and 

unifying messages of hope and goodwill towards all. As Chief Floral Designer 

during her six years at the White House, Laura Dowling was responsible for 

the dazzling floral pieces that made the season so memorable. 
 

Thursday, November 30...Alison Wright….Human Tribe 
A page-turner in the most exquisite sense, this book of over 160 portraits 

expresses the emotive beauty and grace of the human face. Documentary 

photographer Alison Wright traveled to every continent to capture the 

diversity of the human tribe, from toddlers to those who've lived a lifetime, 

and from South America to Africa, Asia, and points in between. 

 

Tuesday, December 5...Bill Browder…Red Notice 
A real-life political thriller about an American financier in the Wild East of 

Russia, the murder of his principled young tax attorney, and his dangerous 

mission to expose the Kremlin's corruption. Browder glimpsed the heart of 

darkness, and it transformed his life: he embarked on an unrelenting quest 

for justice in Sergei's name, exposing the towering cover-up that leads right 

up to Putin. A financial caper, a crime thriller, and a political crusade, Red 

Notice is the story of one man taking on overpowering odds to change the 

world. (Cecil B. Day Chapel) 

 

Wednesday, December 6...Charles Denyer…Number One Observatory Circle 
Quietly situated on the grounds of the United States Naval Observatory 

(USNO) in our nation’s capital lies Number One Observatory Circle, the 

official residence of the vice president of the United States. From never-

before-seen photos to candid conversations with former vice presidents, 

family members, political power players of their time, and others — Charles 

Denyer brings to life untold stories and memorable moments of the three-

story, green-shuttered mansion covered in layers of off-white paint, and the 

people who were privileged to call it home.  

 
                                             ----------------------------- 
You can keep up with the Carter Library events on the Jimmy Carter Presidential 

Library page on Facebook and follow the CarterLibrary on Twitter.  If you wish to 

unsubscribe to these news releases, simply email tony.clark@nara.gov and put “UN-

SUBSCRIBE” in the subject line. 

 

The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum is part of the National Ar-

chives and Records Administration and is dedicated to providing research infor-

mation and educational materials about the life, career and presidency of Jimmy 

Carter. 
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